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Major Renovation Plan
for BMPRSS & BBHSMS

Why it’s critical
for our District
The Blind Brook Schools are the cornerstone of our community. The quality
of the schools is why most people chose
to move here, and maintaining their excellence should be of equal importance to all
residents.
Academic excellence, as well as providing for the social and emotional growth
of all students are the stated goals of the
Blind Brook School District. While educational instruction in the buildings is most
critical, the importance of maintaining
the facilities, and providing a safe, clean,
and fully functional environment for students and staff cannot be understated.
The Board of Education has begun the
process of conducting public hearings to
inform the community about a comprehensive plan to update and reconstruct
those buildings that can no longer provide
the appropriate learning environment for
children. Additionally, the plan will align
the facilities with an academic vision for
the future.
Two years ago, the Board created a
District Facilities Committee to tackle the
question of what capital improvements
were necessary. Community members
with specialized relevant knowledge were
recruited to serve on the committee. The
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BMP Ridge Street School
Concept Option

Board also hired an architectural firm
and a construction management firm to
develop concepts and drawings with realistic solutions and estimated costs.
The primary focus of a proposed
project would be the Bruno M. Ponterio
Ridge Street School (BMPRSS). Much of
BMPRSS was constructed at least 50 years
ago and has remained mostly untouched.
There would also be smaller, but significant improvements at the Blind Brook

High School Middle School (BBHSMS)
campus. Improvements to infrastructure
at both campuses would comprise approximately one-third of the total cost of
the project. These improvements include
replacing old electrical panels and fire
alarm systems, as well as drafty windows
and outdated bathrooms that do not comply with current law. (A full presentation
with further detail is available on the
home page of the Blind Brook website.)
The last two major construction projects in Blind Brook were in 2001 and 2006.
These projects included the construction
of a new middle school, auditorium,
cafeteria, turf fields, and running track.
Over ninety percent of the combined
$35 million in voter-approved funds
were allocated to new construction and
improvements at the HS/MS. The work at
BMPRSS was limited mostly to the central
district administrative offices, and only
two classrooms. In fact, the last major
construction or renovation at BMPRSS
was in 1965!
Please turn to page 3
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Superintendent’s Update

Administrative Reorganization

would be completely consumed with these
Last June, I presented a concept to the
Lambert’s absence. His oversight of, and
tasks, leaving other duties to be handled by
Board of Education for the reorganization
work with the Guidance Department has
the Principal. Ultimately, this additional
of the Blind Brook administrative team
benefitted our students. They now have
position will lead to more effective curricbased on observations that I had made over
greater access to their counselors, and all
a year long period. The plan was developed
college advising this fall has proceeded with
ular oversight, more accurate planning for
to create a more efficient and effective
minimal issues. Mr. Schuelein’s new title
emergencies, more attention to disciplinary
School District. I considered feedback coverand duties enabled him to react quickly. Had
response and prevention, and a stronger
ing every aspect of operations, regarding ev- he still been the Assistant Principal for both
ability to adapt to future changes and plans
ery department, and in each school, as well
the Middle and High School, it would have
for improvement.
as the impact on ancillary operations such
been impossible for him to step in and serve
Ilana Sitkoff is the new Assistant
as facilities, food service, and transportaas Interim High School Principal as rapidly
Director of Pupil Services. She has made
tion. I also carefully considered data gleaned and effectively as he did.
an immediate impact in improving stufrom the climate survey administered in the
At the Middle School, Mrs. Fredericka
dent support services related to students
fall of last year. Before implementation, the
Butler is the new Assistant Principal.
with disabilities across the District. Ms.
reorganization plan included
Sitkoff has quickly become a
input from the administrapositive and knowledgeable
tive team based on what they
resource for students, teachfelt would be best for our
ers, administrators, and
students and schools.
parents in many areas. She
In recent years, Blind Brook administrators have been forced
The primary goal of
has spent time in classrooms
the reorganization was to
and meeting with teachers
to spend much more time addressing NYS mandates and less
create an environment where
and administrators to ensure
time addressing the needs of our students. Administrators had
the intellectual, social,
that proper services are
become overburdened to the point that this reorganization was
and emotional needs of all
being provided to students.
not just needed, it was inevitable.
students could best be met.
She has been responsible
By adding to the capacity of the administrative team, we are
By adding to the capacity of
for interviewing part-time
the administrative team and
teacher aide candidates, and
in a stronger position to proactively assist students, and support
making changes to the K-12
has been actively involved in
teachers and staff. The benefits have been felt immediately.
counseling program, I was
the CSE/504 process, including designing the CSE/504
convinced that our District
Previously she was a BOCES administrator
annual review schedule. Ms. Sitkoff has also
would be in a stronger position to proactively assist students, and support teachers and
and served as a middle school Counselor at
taken on the responsibilities of the District
staff. Therefore, with the approval of the
two local school districts. She brings years
Accommodations Coordinator, including for
Board of Education the following changes
of experience to our Middle School. She
the SATs/ACTs. Additionally, Ms. Sitkoff ’s
were implemented:
leads the Character Education Committee
experience in crisis intervention, and
consisting of nine teachers and counselas a school psychologist, has made her a
Eliminated
ors with the goal of creating an effective
valuable – and caring – resource across the
• Director of Guidance
and sustainable program. Mrs. Butler is
district, and particularly for students in
• Part-time CSE Chairperson
handling disciplinary issues with thorough
behavioral or psychiatric crisis in all three
• Shared Associate Principal for the Middle
investigations and proper communication.
buildings.
School/High School
Middle school discipline is a very importI am also pleased to report that changEstablished
ant, but time consuming process that needs
es made in the High School Guidance
• Assistant Director of Pupil Services
proper oversight and attention to detail.
Office have already created a net positive
• Assistant Principal for the Middle School
The addition of her position allows for a
for the counselors and for the delivery of
• Associate Principal for the High School
more consistent and thorough approach to
their services to students. The start of the
Additionally
discipline at both schools, while allowing
school year through November is always
• Reassigned one Guidance Counselor to the
other administrators time to attend to their
the busiest time of year for our counselhigh school thus increasing the HS counspecific duties. She has started a Character
ors as they are diligently working with
seling team to four members. This has
Education Committee consisting of nine
the seniors. Although the full benefits of
resulted in a student-to-counselor ratio of
teachers and counselors with the goal
the caseload reduction have not yet been
126:1 (previously 175:1)
of creating an effective and sustainable
felt with regard to seniors, the counselors
• Reestablished the Social Worker position
program. She is conducting formal obserare feeling optimistic moving forward.
at the Middle and High Schools to assist
vations of teachers, which as an additionThe addition of the Assistant Director of
students with their school experience.
al administrator, has resulted in fewer
Pupil Services has enabled the High School
I am pleased to report that the reorganiobservations by other administrators, thus
administration to appropriately shift many
zation has already paid benefits. No more
balancing our obligations under the APPR
responsibilities for applying/managing
so than in the way in which Mr. Schuelein
agreement. With her previous experience
accommodations for tests (ACT, PSAT/SAT,
seamlessly transitioned to Interim High
in Special Education and counseling, Mrs.
AP) to the Pupil Services office. This has
School Principal when Mrs. Lambert was
Butler brings an experienced outside view
freed-up valuable time for the counselors to
seriously injured in a car accident in
that is helping us to serve our students with
meet with their students. Under the reorganized department, counselors will now have
mid-September. Since then, he has had to
disabilities and 504 plans more effectively. Mrs. Butler also oversees the Middle
increased time to attend conferences and
recruit, interview, and recommend three
School counseling program, and in the
visit colleges. Operations are running more
leave replacement teachers and an interim
spring will begin coordinating testing and
efficiently - specifically the revamped forAssistant Principal. He has coordinatcreating next year’s master schedule. In the
ed school events, and ensured that the
mat for our IST meetings and CSE meetings.
Please turn to page 4
past, the shared Assistant Principal’s time
high school continues to function in Mrs.

Why Reorganization Now?
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BBHS Named 2016
Blue Ribbon School
Each year the United States Department
of Education works in tandem with state
education departments to identify the best
schools in the country and invite these
schools to apply for consideration as a
National Blue Ribbon School of Excellence.
The program, which began in 1982 by then
Secretary of Education, Terrell H. Bell,
was intended to highlight excellent schools
and foster open communication for the
sharing of best practices in teaching and
learning. This is the second time that Blind
Brook High School was singled out and recognized in the category of an “Exemplary
High Performing” school. Blind Brook
High School last received this distinction
thirty years ago in 1986-87.

This year, Blind Brook High School was
one of nine New York high schools identified for consideration. We embraced the
application challenge and from September
2015 to March 2016 the faculty, staff, students, and parents joined forces to compile
the required data and think critically about
the challenges and successes we encounter
as a learning community. The multi-faceted application set strict word limits on
multiple categories including Curriculum
and Instruction, Instructional Methods
and Interventions, Assessment, School
Supports, and Engaging Families and
the Community. In mid-September, Mrs.
Lambert and Dr. Ross were notified that
Blind Brook High School was selected as

a “2016 Exemplary High Performing Blue
Ribbon School.”
Blind Brook High School was officially recognized in Washington D.C.
on November 7th & 8th by the USDOE
Secretary of Education, John King. Dr.
Ross was present to accept the award on
behalf of Mrs. Lambert and Blind Brook
High School. More information may be
found at the Blue Ribbon official website.
The celebration continued at the Blind
Brook Board of Education meeting held
on November 21st where the Board of
Education and the community listened to
Mrs. Lambert explain how the Blue Ribbon
application process unfolded during the
past nine months.

Major Renovation Plan for BMPRSS & BBHSMS
Continued from 1
The facilities at BMPRSS cannot be expected to last much longer without serious
implications that could disrupt the dayto-day activities of teaching and learning.
Matters of health and safety are also of
concern, and need to be addressed. There
have been incidents of flooding in the
cafeteria and hallways in and around the
Kindergarten – 1st Grade wing (aka “Butler
Building”), and the roof in that wing of
the school cannot be fixed again without
making significant structural improvements to the entire building. There are no
forced-air ventilation systems in either the
Butler Building or the 1955 Library Wing
of BMPRSS – a situation that requires
attention, and is out of compliance with
state building code. Finally, the kitchen
and cafeteria are undersized, and do not
serve the needs of students as most parents
would like. Fresh food cannot be prepared
adequately onsite due to space limitations,
and the serving and seating capacity of the
cafeteria creates a logistics headache for
everyone.
On the bright side, solving the facilities
problems at BMPRSS also creates opportunity for the future. In recent years, Blind
Brook has been incorporating the STEAM
(Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts,
Math) curriculum into many activities
and courses. This is an interdisciplinary,
project-based approach that blends the
traditional core subjects with the handson learning approach of STEAM. There
are new courses in robotics and computer science at BBHSMS, and K-5 STEAM
“specials” courses at BMPRSS. If approved
by the voters, specialized facilities at both
campuses can be created to accommodate
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new ways of learning. The best way to envision this is to imagine the old wood-working, and metal shop classes reinvented with
new technology. Blind Brook already has
some high tech equipment for students
including 3D printers (donated by the PTA
and a generous community member), as
well as a laser engraver, and wire-bender
for student projects. The current space,
however, is inadequate.
A modern learning center, called a
“Fabrication Lab” (or “Fab Lab” for short),
could be constructed at BBHSMS that
would allow full classes of students to get
instruction, and pursue creative projects
that would inspire them (and us!), while
truly preparing them for college and careers in their future. A “Maker Space” – a
type of “Fab Lab” for elementary school
students – could be included in plans for
the renovation at BMPRSS.
Another opportunity -- building a
performance space at BMPRSS -- could
also be included as part of addressing the
kitchen and cafeteria issues. A proposed
“Cafetorium” that would combine a cafeteria with a functional stage and tiered seating would give the elementary school its
own assembly and performance space for
a fraction of the cost of building a standalone facility, or renovating the “Old Gym”
for the same purpose. The enthusiasm
and success of the theater arts program
at Blind Brook High School has already
spread to the middle school, and creating
a performance space at the elementary
school would help alleviate the demands for
the one shared auditorium at the BBHSMS
campus. It would also help to avoid the
need for cancelling PE classes when the
“Old Gym” is being set up for evening

events, and bussing BMPRSS students to
the HS for performance rehearsals.
The cost of the capital project under
consideration is between $43-45 million.
Fortunately, there are several factors that
will help offset the effect on the school tax
for property owners. First is low interest
rates. Second is approximately $10 million in building aid from New York State
that would not have to be repaid by Blind
Brook taxpayers. Third is the retirement of
outstanding debt from the previous capital
projects in 2001 and 2006. The bottom line
is that school taxes for the average home
priced at $850,000 are estimated to increase
by approximately $525 for a six-year period
between 2020 and 2026.
Since 2011, the Blind Brook Board of
Education has presented to the voters
school budgets in line with the New York
State Tax Cap Legislation. Last year the
tax levy increase was only one quarter of
one percent, and it required cuts of almost
$650,000 to get there. These are difficult
times for public education, but Blind Brook
continues to thrive. A great school district
cannot be great, however, without the proper facilities. We ask you to consider investing in our schools. The Board of Education
has held the line on spending, but our operating budget simply cannot accommodate
the types of renovation and construction
that the schools require at this time. We
hope that you will take the time to attend
one or more of the upcoming presentations
on the proposed capital project. The next
presentation is on January 9th. We hope to
see you there.
Jeff Diamond
President,
Blind Brook Board of Education
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What Faculty and Staff Did
On Superintendent’s Day – Nov. 8
This year’s second Superintendent’s
The Science teachers completed an array of
• Looking at data - analyzing CogAT
Conference Day took place on November
projects within their sub-disciplines; most nodata, analyzing NYS testing data, looking
8th and covered a full day of professional
table was the prep work for the Exploravision
at released NYS test questions and seeing
development for faculty and staff. There were
competition. The guidance counselors worked
how they differ from the way we structure
three “in-house” professional development
on updating and amending a series of proceassessments.
classes offered for teachers which specificaldures and forms, particularly related to 11th
At the Middle School, several teachers
ly addressed their technology needs –
grade activities; they also began planning
took part in the district training in Google
1. Google Drive for Beginners
changes to the Junior College Night.
Drive and Class Web Page Creation. Teachers
2. Advanced Google Drive
Our special education teachers at Ridge
were also planning in the areas of STEAM
3. Class Web Pages
Street School worked on creating
In addition, faculty members
work centers for their classrooms
rofessional development refers to the development based on student needs and IEP
participated in building and departmental level curricula-related
goals. The teachers also met with
of a person in his or her professional role.
activities as outlined below.
According to Glattenhorn (1987), by gaining increased Mr. Burg and Ms. Sitkoff to discuss
At Ridge Street School, teachers
IEP development and projections
experience in one’s teaching role they systematically
worked together on common goals.
for next year. The related sergain increased experience in their professional growth
STEAM was a big component.
vices providers attended Google
through examination of their teaching ability. Teacher
The teachers spent it doing the
workshops in the morning and did
following research on guidelines for builddevelopment has moved beyond simple in-service
• Looking at ways to incorpoing-level services. Middle and High
workshops and has expanded into a more robust
rate STEAM into the classroom so
School special education teachers
system of interactive, continuing education.
it is not just known as a “pull-out”
worked on organizing their annual
class; grades worked with the
review process. They worked on
STEAM teacher to coordinate projects for
integration, nonfiction and fiction reading
confirming dates and updating computthe year.
units, math curricular alignment, interer-based communication with parents. The
• Restructuring math curriculum so
disciplinary projects, and subject specific
faculty also received training from Ms.
units flow more naturally and build upon one
revisions. Mr. Goldman worked with physical
Sitkoff on the use of the WIAT-III educationanother.
and health education teachers on curricual testing in the afternoon. Teacher aides met
• Checking that report card indicators
lum planning. The counselors worked on
with Mr. Burg and Ms. Sitkoff from 8:30 amand assessments are aligned.
Character Education strategies for middle
10:00 am. Mr. Burg reviewed evaluation meth• Music teachers looked at instrumental
school students and social worker/psyods and criteria and Ms. Sitkoff presented
music best practices as well as vocal educachologist went to CBT (Cognitive Behavior
on IEP classifications, their characteristics,
tion from a K-12 perspective.
Therapy) training.
and strategies to use in the classroom for
• Arts teacher attended the Mixed Media
At the High School, teachers pursued
different students. The aides then met with
hands-on workshop exploring 3D princitheir own projects, working either individuMrs. Taylor and Mrs. Cutrone from 10:30
pals; Experimental Drawing with Color
ally or in groups. In Social Studies, teachers
am-2:00 pm to review supervision and safety
- Alternative approaches, such as blind drawcontinued to work on realigning their Global
procedures at the BMPRSS. Mr. Burg and
ing, movement and sound tracing will be
curriculum with the new course and Regents
Ms. Sitkoff reconvened with the aides at 2:15
explored as the tools to enhance creativity;
requirements. In Math, teachers worked on
pm and shared student specific information
STEAM Education and Global Connections.
updating their curricula and incorporating
related to disabilities and accommodations.
• Re-working Lucy Calkins’ Reading
technology into their lessons. The World
Suffice it to say, it was a very busy day
and Writing units - gathering materials,
Language teachers created class activities
for our administrators, faculty and staff to
restructuring lessons, adjusting time lines,
called edPuzzles. In English, the 9th grade
increase their knowledge and awareness of
discussing assessments and projects, looking
teachers crafted a joint presentation on copycurriculum, instruction and assessments
rights and the use of intellectual property.
at rubrics.
along with technology and special services.
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Administrative Reorganization
Continued from 2
This has further increased efficiency in
the HS Guidance Office and allowed more
time to be devoted to students. There is
an improved flow of communication and
access to information in the department,
and even a new look and feel to the suite
of offices – one that creates a positive and
inviting atmosphere. There is no evidence
that the absence of a Director of Guidance
has adversely impacted the ability of our
High School Counselors to provide services
to students.
In addition to changes in the Guidance
Office I am pleased to report that Rachel
Mileo, the new School Social Worker at
Blind Brook, has been a district-wide
resource for students and families. She
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previously worked in the pediatric inpatient behavioral health unit of Westchester
Medical Center. Also new to Blind Brook
is Monique Tricarico, the new Student
Assistance Counselor at the Blind Brook
High School, and Project SUCCESS and
Youth Prevention Coordinator for the
Middle and High School. Ms. Tricarico
previously worked as Associate Director of
Residential Life at Mercy College. At Blind
Brook, Ms. Tricarico is providing prevention services, alcohol and substance abuse
counseling, and building-level counseling to
any student in need.
Finally, under the coordination of Mrs.
Pat Renz, and direction of Mr. DJ Goldman,
the Community Coalition has re-established
itself by reaching out to the various Blind

Brook constituencies, securing relationships, and opening communication channels. The Coalition now has an Executive
Committee and three functioning sub-committees with goals focused on increased
ownership in planning and implementing
effective and measurable initiatives. These
have, or will include: the Shelby Allen
Presentation, Safe Celebrations Panel
Discussion, Youth to Youth Conference
in White Plains, Varsity Athletes Against
Substance Abuse (VAASA) training, Blind
Brook’s Got Talent Show, Wellness Week/
Stress Reduction Project/Hypnotist, the
Prom Panel Presentation, and the DWI/
Crashed Car Simulation.
Jonathan Ross, Ed.D.
Superintendent of Schools
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K-5 Steam Initiative @ BMPRSS
We are full STEAM ahead as our K-5
students participate in a Specials class
this year called “STEAM”. Our STEAM

(Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts,
and Math) class is designed for students to
solve problems creatively through handson learning experiences while strengthening their communication, collaboration,
and critical thinking skills. Last year, Mrs.
Robin Willig had an opportunity to work
with 5th graders once in a six day cycle.
This year the program has expanded so
that all students have the opportunity to
participate in the STEAM class.
Students are presented with a problem or task. They work collaboratively in
groups to come up with possibilities for
solutions. Students take time to develop
their ideas and test their solutions, revising and refining their thinking as they are
working. Students in the upper grades keep
student STEAM journals to record their
ideas and findings.
Often problems and tasks are not solved
in one session and take time. Our STEAM
class allows students to take risks as they
test out their ideas. As William Edward
Hickson, a 19th century British educational writer said, “If at first you don’t

succeed, try, try, try again.” We hope that
our students learn that the more they try,
the more they learn, and the more they will
persevere.

Middle School Parent-Teacher Institute
It is well documented that student learning not only takes place within the school
walls, but in the home as well. To help our
students reach their full potential, we must
work together to enhance the partnership
between the home and the school. Last
year a group of teachers from Blind Brook
Middle School created and piloted the
Parent-Teacher Institute (PTI), a series of
teacher-led monthly workshops designed to
help develop the whole child. These workshops are meant to provide parents with
the tools needed to help our students be as
successful as possible in middle school and

beyond. Based on the feedback received and
the number of parents who attended each
workshop, the pilot was deemed a success.
We are thrilled that the PTI has continued this school year with an enhanced
offering of eight workshops. As you can
see below, the workshops are offered in a
variety of areas that are relevant to the
development of the whole child. These
topics were chosen based on questions and
feedback from both parents and teachers
on important issues affecting our middle
school students. We hope that our middle
school parents will come join the BBMS

teachers in exploring how we can work together towards providing the best learning
environment for our students. Monthly
meetings are held in the Middle School
from 7:00-8:30 PM. The schedule of meetings for the 2016-2017 school year is:
October 6 - Study Skills
November 3 - Google 101 & 102
December 1- Literacy Development
January 17 - Stress Management
February 2 - Math in the Common Core
March 2 - Social Media & Online Safety
April 6 - Google 101 & 102
May 4 – TBD

School Budget Process
We are once again engaged in
budget planning for the ensuing school
year. The school budget serves as the
financial expression of the educational
philosophy of the Blind Brook School
District and the Board of Education.
It is viewed as the most important and
fundamental responsibility of financial management. The school budget
seeks to obtain the greatest results
with the resources that the community
makes available for the educational
program it aspires to create and maintain. Budget development in Blind
Brook is an integral part of program
planning. The annual operating budget
must effectively express and allow for
the implementation of programs and
activities that are aligned with School
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Board goals and objectives. It is developed in accordance with local School
Board policy and New York State
Education Department guidelines.
The Superintendent has the overall
responsibility for budget preparation, including the construction of,
and adherence to, a budget calendar.
Each year, towards the middle of
February, the preliminary budget for
the ensuing fiscal year is presented to
the School Board, and public, by the
Superintendent. During the next eight
weeks, several public presentations
are conducted wherein the budget
in its component format (program,
capital, administrative) is examined
in public session. This process allows
the community to comment and give

feedback. Based on these discussions
and deliberations, the School Board
may choose to authorize changes to
the budget. In mid-April, the Board
adopts a final budget that is presented
for voter approval in mid-May. The new
budget becomes operational on July 1,
the first day of the District’s new fiscal
year.
With a new school year only six
months away, and the 2017-2018 budget
process gearing up, all community
members are encouraged to participate by attending upcoming budget
meetings, and studying the financial
plan proposed by the Superintendent.
Most importantly, however, all who are
eligible to vote, are encouraged to do so
on May 16, 2017.
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Fall 2016 Blind Brook
Athletics Wrap Up
Congratulations to all student athletes
and coaches who participated in Blind
Brook’s fall sports season. Blind Brook’s
interscholastic athletics program assists
our student athletes in becoming productive, contributing people
within our community.
While everyone competes to
win, it is important to note
that developing an attitude
focused on teamwork, sportsmanship, self-discipline and
dedication are the ultimate
outcomes that are best for all
students. Below are highlights of the 2016 fall season.
CROSS COUNTRY
Post-Season Results: 7
Participants in Sectional
Tournament
No Individual Post-Season
Awards.
FOOTBALL
Regular Season Record: 4-3
Post-Season Results: Lost first round of
playoffs to #2 Westlake, Lost Bowl Game
vs. Putnam Valley

Awards: Eight all-league award recipients, one all-section award recipient, one
all-conference award recipient, one senior
participated in the senior bowl game, two
applicants for Golden Dozen Award.

GIRLS SOCCER
Regular Season Record: 5-9-1
Post-Season Results: #13 overall seed in
postseason, Lost to Croton in first round
Awards: Three all-league award recipients.
GIRLS SWIMMING
Marie Neubauer qualified for
sectional finals, did not meet
the state time cut.
GIRLS TENNIS
Kaveri Reddy and Petal
Samrow qualified as a
doubles team but lost in first
round of conference tournament. Lauren Santarsiero
finished as a conference
semi-finalist and qualified
for sectional play. Lost in
first round of sectional
tournament.

BOYS SOCCER
Regular Season Record: 10-6-1
Post-Season Results: #4 overall seed in postseason, Beat Putnam Valley, Beat Valhalla,
Lost to Rye Neck
Awards: Five all-league award recipients,
one all-section award recipient.

VOLLEYBALL
Regular Season Record: 13-7
Post-Season Results: #9 overall seed in
postseason, Lost to Nanuet in 3 games, all
2-point sets
Awards: Four all-league award recipients,
one all-conference recipient.

Chromebooks In The Classroom
One of the biggest changes to classrooms in the Blind Brook School District
in recent history is the implementation of
the one-to-one Chromebook program. This
program has changed the way that learning happens in our Middle School and High
School classrooms.
The move to Chromebooks began several years ago to meet the need for computers
in the classroom. Teachers were starting to
integrate computer use into their classes
and began vying for time in the computer
labs. The purchase of mobile laptop carts
temporarily alleviated the problem, but
demand continued to increase. Rather than
continuously add additional carts, it was
found that it would be more cost effective to
go to a one-to-one computing program.
The integration of Chromebooks into
the classroom has allowed teachers to
develop activities that students would
not normally be able to do. Middle School
teachers have created websites where students can access videos and other digital
resources. Students now work together on
documents, at any time and from any place.
The technology class can now run the Lego
robotics programming software through
their Chromebooks instead of a dedicated
desktop. Ninth grade students are creating
public service flyers using a Chromebook
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app which gives students real-life experience with creating digital media.
Teachers have also enjoyed the benefits
of moving to the Google platform which is
at the heart of the Chromebooks. They are
able to connect to student work while the
students are creating it, rather than having
to wait until students submit the work, suggesting revisions and then waiting for the
students to turn in another version of their

work. Online assessments and projects
with digital rubrics not only simplify the
grading process, but provide students with
timely and meaningful feedback that they
can immediately apply to their work.
While the introduction of Chromebooks
has changed the classroom learning
environment, they have not replaced the
interpersonal interactions that have always
gone on in Blind Brook classrooms. There
are still class discussions and small group
work that does not involve technology.
Some writing is done by hand to remove
the automatic assistance that digital word
processing programs provide. Teachers
know that the Chromebooks are a tool to
assist learning and should not be forced
into curriculum unnecessarily. They
understand that there are times when these
devices are extremely beneficial to the
learning process and times when they are
not needed.
With the success of the Chromebooks
in the one-to-one program, requests have
been coming in for access to devices in the
grades that are not part of the program. As
technology becomes an integral part of the
new learning environment, Chromebooks,
or devices like them, will be an integral
part in helping students become prepared
for the world in which they are growing up.
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